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HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD

NEW HAVEN RAIL YARD,
OIL STORAGE BUILDING

(Crew Headquarters)                   HAER No.  CT-160-G

Location: Vicinity of Union Avenue
New Haven
New Haven County, Connecticut

USGS New Haven Quadrangle, UTM Coordinates:
18.673560.4573360

Date of Construction: ca. 1870

Present Owner: Connecticut Department of Transportation
2800 Berlin Turnpike
Newington, Connecticut  06131

Present Use: Vacant; formerly oil storage, then crew facilities

Significance: The Oil Storage Building is significant as an original component of the
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad’s ca. 1870 New Haven
shops.  At the time, the New Haven complex was the railroad’s princi-
pal facility for building locomotives and freight cars and for repair and
maintenance.  Although a small and utilitarian building, the Oil Stor-
age Building reflects the many vital uses of oil as a lubricant and lamp
fuel in operating a railroad.  The addition of a second story, ca. 1910,
demonstrates the ongoing investment in the New Haven yard even
after the railroad built larger shops elsewhere. 

Project Information: The rail yard is being reconfigured to provide for improved operation
of commuter and Amtrak Northeast Corridor trains and to provide a
storage yard for commuter equipment.  The project requires removal of
the building.  This documentation was undertaken pursuant to a Mem-
orandum of Agreement among the Federal Transit Administration, the
Federal Railroad Administration, the National Railroad Passenger
Corporation, the Connecticut Department of Transportation, the
Connecticut State Historic Preservation Office, and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation.

Bruce Clouette
Public Archaeology Survey Team, Inc.
P.O. Box 209
Storrs, Connecticut  06268
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Description

The Oil Storage Building is a two-story gable-roofed brick building measuring 24' x 59' in plan,
with its long axis oriented in an approximately north-south direction.  Originally, it was a
single story in height, but a second story was added around 1910.  The brickwork pattern is
common bond with Flemish variation.  A corbelled cornice forms partial returns at the gable
ends.  The brick walls rest upon a granite ashlar foundation, which in turn is supported on
timber pilings.  On both the east and west elevation, circular cast-iron beam anchors are visible,
corresponding to the twelve I-beams that support the shallow brick arches of the first-floor
ceiling.  The current roof has asphalt rolled roofing over a wooden deck; the 1918 valuation
survey recorded the roof as corrugated iron attached directly to steel purlins.  Access to the
second story is by means of an exterior set of stairs fabricated from steel angles and attached to
the west wall. 

The west elevation, which faces the rest of the yard complex, has three doorways and one
window on the first floor and two windows and a doorway, accessed by means of the exterior
stairs, on the second floor.  The first-floor doorway near the building’s northwest corner
appears to have been cut into the brickwork relatively recently; the other doorways are older
and have granite lintels.  The first-floor window, located between the first and second door-
ways (counting from the left), has a brick segmental-arched head and a cast-iron sill.   The
second-floor windows have stone lintels and sills.   The east elevation has three tall openings
with stone lintels and sills, a smaller segmental-arched opening like that on the opposite side,
and a former sliding door that has been filled in and stuccoed.  Two of the tall openings have
been filled at the bottom with brick so as to make them the same size as the window.  On the
second floor, there are three windows with stone lintels and sills.  The north end elevation has
two segmental-arched windows on the first floor and a wide loading opening, with a stone
lintel and sill,  on the second floor; the opening contains a six-panel door.  The south end
elevation has two bays of windows of the stone lintel and sill type.    Where not blocked off
with sheets of plywood, the windows are fitted with double hung wood sash, either six-over-six
or six-over-one.  The windows with stone lintels and sills had corrugated-iron fire shutters at
one time, as evidenced by the four large iron eyes set into the brickwork around each window
of this type.

The interior of the first level is divided by a brick wall into two portions, the north of which is
28' long and the south, 30' long.  The floor is a poured concrete slab.  Overhead, wrought-iron
or steel I-beams spaced 5' on center support shallow brick arches.  There is no interior finish
other than painted brickwork.  The second floor is partitioned by a wall covered with
corrugated iron into a large unfinished room at the north end and a series of smaller rooms at
the south end.  The north end is open to the roof, which is supported on four-panel Warren-type
rivted trusses fabricated from steel angles.  The trusses support seven steel purlins on each
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slope.  Attached to the lower chords of the roof trusses is a steel beam for a traveling hoist,
wheels for which remain in place.  The floor consists of 1" x 8" boards atop 2" x 8" planking.

At the time of the 1918 valuation survey, there were several bulk tanks in the cellar of the
building, some of which rose up above the level of the first floor; none was observed at the
time of this recording.

Historical Background

The Oil Storage Building was built as part of the New York, New Haven and Hartford
Railroad’s ca. 1870 New Haven shop complex, an extensive locomotive-building and rolling-
stock repair complex that included machine shops, a large roundhouse, a huge forge, and
several other buildings.  The building’s earliest known and presumably original function, oil
storage, first appears on the 1884 Sanborn Map and Publishing Company’s insurance maps of
New Haven.  Around 1910, the second story was added.  At the time of the 1918 valuation
study, the building was still in use for oil storage, with an area for servicing air brakes at the
north end of the first floor.  In 1939, the building’s north half was indicated as “material
storage and coal grinding,” and later Sanborn maps carry the notation that the building was
used for repairs.  Its last use was as a toilet, locker, and lounge facility for train crews.

The building as drawn on the 1879 bird’s-eye view appears only about half as long as at
present.  No obvious discontinuities in either the foundation stonework or the brickwork
correspond to an enlargement of the building, but the fact that segmental-arched openings
appear only in the north half may be interpreted as evidence it was lengthened sometime after
its original construction, when a different type of window was used.  It appears as one story in
height and with its present plan dimensions on the 1901 insurance map, so the enlargement
must have taken place separately from the ca. 1910 raising of the building to two stories.

The inventory of equipment made at the time of the 1918 valuation survey included ten oil
tanks and a set of  waste tanks, ten oil pumps, sinks, a movable scale, numerous measures, five
fire extinguishers, and a grease cutting board.  There also were water coolers, a desk and other
furniture, lockers, a time clock, and bulletin boards.

Significance

That the railroad built a separate building for oil storage as part of its new shop facilities speaks
to the central role of oil in operating a railroad.  Oil and grease in varying weights were vital to
provide lubrication for the moving parts of steam engines and the wheels of rolling stock, and
virtually every piece of machinery in the complex would have required regular infusions of
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gear grease.  Cutting oil and lantern fuel must also have been consumed in large quantities.  

Although extensively altered over time, the Oil Storage Building retains elements that reflect
its original function of storing flammable materials.  Beginning in the years following the Civil
War, brick-arched ceiling/floor breaks were used extensively in commercial, storage, and
industrial buildings as a way of preventing a fire on one floor of a building from spreading to
another level.  The fire-shutter hardware also indicates a more-than-usual concern for making
the building resistant to fire damage.

Although the New Haven Railroad had built much larger and more modern repair shops by the
time this building was raised to two stories, ca. 1910, the investment illustrates both the
continued importance of the New Haven facilities and the ongoing need to provide oil and oil
storage for railroad operations.
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The Oil Storage Building as depicted in the 1879 Bailey and Hazen bird’s-eye view.  The
engraving depicts the building before its enlargement.
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The Oil Storage Building as photographed in 1918 as part of the Interstate Commerce
Commission valuation (National Archives).
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Section of building as recorded by the Interstate Commerce Commission valuation, 1918.
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